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Introduction
  A normal projective surface SIC is called a log del Pezzo surface if S has at worst
quotient singularities and -Ks is ample, where Ks denotes the canonical divisor of S.
  Recall that the divisor class group of a quotient singularity is always finite. Hence for
any Weil divisor D on a log del Pezzo surface S, nD is a Cartier divisor for some integer
nÅr 1.
  The principal result of this paper is the following :
  Main Theorem. The fundamental group of the space of smooth points of a log del
Peizo surface is finite.
  In the case of a Gorenstein log del Pezzo surface, this result was proved in [6] by first
classifying such surfaces. In this paper, we a!so give a very easy proof of the result in the
case of Gorenstein log del Pezzo surfaces. So far, there are not many results about general
log del Pezzo surfaces. Recently, V.A. Alekseev and V.V. Nikulin have classified al1 log del
Pezzo surfaces of index S 2 (i.e., where 2Ks is Cartier).
  The index of a log del Pezzo surface S is defined to be the smallest positive integer n
such that nKs is a Cartier divisor. Nikulin has proved that the rank of the Picard group
of a minimal resolution of S is bounded by a universal function of the index of S. From
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  There are easy examples of normal projective rational surface IC with quotient sin-
gularities (even double points) and with numerically effective anti-canonical divisor, such
that the fundamental group of the space of smooth points is infinite. This shows that the
condition about the ampleness of -Ks in the main theorem cannot be dropped.
  From the main theorem, we see easily that any log del Pezzo surface S is a quotient of
a log del Pezzo surface T modulo a finite group such that the space of smooth points of T
is simply-connected (the group acting freely outside a finite set of poipts of T).
Sl. Some easy results
  In this section we fix the following notations and terminology which will be used through-
out the paper.
  Let S be a log del Pezzo surface as defined in the introduction. Denote by SO := S-
(Sing S) the smooth part of S. Let f : SN . S be a minimal resolution of singularities and
denote by D := f-i(Sing S) the exceptional divisor.
  Write D = 2)l.i Di where Di is irreducible. The first part of Lemma 1.1 below follows
from the definition of a quotient singularity. The second part is trivial and the third part
follows from the arnpleness of -Ks.
  Lemma 1.1. (1) There exists a Q-coefiicient divisor D" == 2:•=iaiDi such that
OS ai Åq1 and
                            f'(Ks) i KsA' + D'.
Moreover, ai' = O if and only if the connected component of D containing DJ' is contracted
to a rational double point on S.
  (2) Letp be the smallest positive integer such thatpD' is an integral divisor. Then
pKs is a Cartier divisor and
f'(pKs) tv p(K.- + D")•
  (3) -(Ks-+D') is a nef and big divisor. Moreover, -(Ks--+D')•B =O if and only if
the support of B is contained in D.
  (4) Suppose that B is an irreducible curve on SN with negative self intersection. Then
either B is a (-1)-curve or B S D.
  Proof. (4) Suppose that B is not contained in D. Then B.Ks- Åq O by (3). Now it
follows from the genus formula that B is a (-1)-curve.
The following two results are easy but useful.
  Lemma 1.2. Let T be a norma prol'ective surface with a finite morphis7n g : T - S
which is unramified over SO. Then T is a log del Pezzo surface.
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Lemma 1.3. A log del Peiio surface is rationaL
A proof of the following result is available in l6].
Lemma 1.4. Hi(SO,Z) is finite.
The following one is the first step towards the proof of our Main Theorem.
Proposition 1.5. The algebraic fundamental group of SO is finite.
  Now we can make an easy proof for the following result. In [7], it is proved further that
ri(SO) has order S 9.
  Proposition 1.6. LetS be a Corenstein log del Peizo surface. Then ri(Sa) is abelian
and finite.
  Proof. By Lemma 1.5, it is enough to prove that Ti(SO) is abelian. By [2, Theorem
1, p.391, there is a nonsingular elliptic curve A E 1 - Ksl. Since -Ks is ample and Ks-- --
f'(Ks), the Iitaka D-dimension rc(S'V
,-Ks•-) = 2. Also A is disjoint from D as S has only
rational double points. Now by [4], we have a surjective map Ti(A) - Ti(SN - D). Thus
Ti(SO) is abelian.
  Remark 1.7. The proof shows that if 1 - Ksl contains a member A which is a rational
cuspidal curve then Ti(SO) = (1) because Ti(A) = (1).
S2. Reduction to the rank one case
  In this section, using Kawamata's contraction theorem, we will show that it is enough
to prove the main theorem when Pic S = Z. (Note that since S is simply-connected, Pic
S is isomorphic to Z if the rank of Pic S is one.)
  Suppose rank Pic S ) 2. Since Ks is not nef, there is a contraction p : S . Y of
an extremal ray by Kawarnata's Cone Theorem. (Note that a two-dimensional quotient
singularity is nothing but a log-terminal singularity.) We have two cases :
  Case (1?. Y is a surface.
  Then we can prove that Y is a log del Pezzo surface with p(Y) Åq p(S) and with a
surj ection
                              ri(yo) . Ti(so).
  Case (2?. Y is a smooth projective curve.
  We can prove that g is a Pi-fibration and Y or- Pi. By Fenchel's conjecture solved by




of SO and reduce to the case where the restriction morphism gi := glse : SO --, Y is
multiple-fiber free. Then a sixnilar arguments as in Nori [4] shows that we have an exact
sequence :
                      (1) me Ti(F) - Ti(SO) -+ T(Y) me (1)
for a general fiber F of gi. Hence m(SO) = (!) in the present case.
  Com5iRIRg the afgttments in Cases (1) aRd (2), by a repeated applicatleR gf coRtractieRs
oÅí extremal rays we reduce the proof of the malR theorem te the case wheR Pic S as Z.
  S3. The Proof of the Main Theorem
  Let S be a log del Pezzo surface of rank one. We use the notation introduced ixx the
beginning of Sl. Let p be the smallest positive integer such that pD` is an integral divisor.
Then for every curve B on S'V
 not contained in D, -(Ksly +D')•B E ;N == {nlpln ff N}
(cÅí Lemma 1.1). Fyom ehis we obtaiR the followiRg :
  Lemma 3.1. There exists an irredncibie czzrve C en S'V such thgt -(Ks-- + D') • C
attains the smallest positive value. Such a curve satisfies C2 ) -1 (cf. Lemma 1.i,")?.
  For the time being, we fiÅ~ the curve C of Lemma 3.1. We shall treat the two cases
IKs'" + C + Dl l ip, = ip separately.
  S3.1. The case IK.-+C+DI i di.
  Inthls subsectlcR, we always assume IKs- + C + Dl pt ip.
  Lemma 3.2(cf. I8, Lemma2.1]). LetC be as in Lemma S.2. SupposeIC+D+Ks--I pt ip.
Then there exists a unigue decomposition D = D' + D" such that :
  (1) KsN+C+D" r- O,
  (2) D' is disl'oint from CU D" and consists of (-2)-curvesi hence D' is contracted ta
rational double points on S,
  Now we can outline the proof for the Main Theorera in the present case. First, we can
divide the case IC+ D + Ks--l pt ip into the fo}lowiRg four subcases :
  Case (I-1) D" = g. Thek S i$ a leg del Pezze surface wkh only ratlekal double peint$.
By Proposkion 1.6, Ti(S") is finite abelian.
  In the following three subcases, assume that D" # O, Now from Ks- + C + D" N O we
see that each irreducible component of CU D" is isomorphic to Pi (cf. Lemma 3.4 below),
e.g., Ks-- + C N -D" implies that IKs- + Cl = ip, etc.
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  Case (I-2) D" l O and C+ D is a divisor with only simple normal crossings. Then
C + D" is a simple loop of nonsingular rational curves.
  Let U be an open neighbourhood of C+D with D removed. Applying Wagreich's
version of Van Kampen Theorem for the case where U = Ui U U2 and Ui A U2 c(rmprises
two connected components and using the fact that Ti"tg(SO) is finite and that Ti(SO) is a
surjection image of Ti(U) (cf. [4]), one can prove that Ti(SO) is finite.
  Case (I-3) D" l O and (C2) 2 O. This case can be reduced to the case(I-2) above by
replacing C with a new irreducible curve linearly equivalent to C.
  Case (I-4) D" l O,(C2) S -1 and C+D is not a divisor with only simple normal
crossings. Then C is a (-1)-curve by Lemma 3.1. Furthermore, one of the following two
  Case (I-4a) D" is an irreducible curve such that C•D" = 2 and CnD" is a single point.
Since the intersection matrix of C + D" has one positive eigenvalue one has (D")2 = -2
or -3.
  Case (I-4b) D" consists of two irreducible components Di",D2" such that C•Di" :
C• D2" = 1 and Cn Di" n D2" consists of a single point. By the same reasoning as in
Case (I-4a), we have ((Di")2,(D2")2) = (-2,-2),(-2,-3),(-2,-4) after interchanging
the subscripts of Di", if necessary.
  With the help of Mumford's presentation theorem, the same arguments as in Case(I-2)
can show that Ti(SO) is finite.
  S3.2. The Case IK.-- +C+DI = ip
  In this section we always assume that IKs- +C+Dl == ip. So, we have the following (cf.
Miyanishi [5]) :
  Lemma 3.4. C+D has only simple normal crossings, consists of nonsingular rational
curves and has a disl'oint union of trees as the dual graph.
  We need the following:
  Proposition 3.5 (cf. the proof of [8, Lemma 2.2]). Let C be as in Lemma 3.2. Suppose
IC+D + Ks'-1 = ip. Then either C is a (-1)-curve or S is the Hirzebruch surface with the
minimal section contracted. In the latter case, SO is simply connected.
  From now on till the end of the present section, we assume always that C is a (-1)-curve.
  Lemma 3.6 (cf. [8, Lemma 4.1]). Let Di,••• ,Dr exhaust aU irreducible components
nf D ?nith, (C Di) År 0. S?tppo,ge (D?) ) ••• 2 (D;). Then {-(D?),••• ,(D3)} is one of the




where 2" sigmpue3 that 2 is repeated a-times.
p(S) = 1 implies the following :
  Lemma 3.7 (1) Suppose C meets exactly one irreducible component Do of P, Then
(D3)= -2.
  (2) C meets at least one component of D.
  Lemma 3.8 (cf. [8, Lemma4.4]). Suppo3e C meets exactly twe irreducible components
De,Di of D. The# (Di) :-2 feri=e gr l.
  Lemma 3.9 (cÅí l8, Lemma 4.3]). Assume that one of the feilewing ca3es takes place :
  (1? C meets only one irreducible component Do ofD.
  (2? C meets exactly two irreducible components Do,Di ofD with (D?) S -3.
  Let cr : SN . ig be the blowing-down of the (-1)-curve C, let E = a(Do) and let B =:
a(D-Do). Then there exists a log del Pezzo surface T of Picard number one and there exists
a birational ?norphism g : di - T such that g is a minimal resatution and B = g-i(SingT),
  NQw we can give some idea to preve the Main 'Irheorem iR the pfeseRt case. Let
Pi,•••,D. be all irreducible compeRents of D wkh (C,Di) År e (heBce (C,Pi) nm l
by Lemma 3.4). Suppose (D?) k ••• ) (D2.). By virtue of Lemmas 3.4, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8,
in the case where C is a (-1)-curve, we can divide into the following four cases :
  Case (II-1) r 2 2 and (D?) : (D22) = -2.
  Case (II-2) r = 1 and (D?) me --2.
  The above Cases (II-1) and (II-2) are described quite precisely in [8]. Arguments similar
to those in S2 and S3.1 can be used to prove the finiteness of rri(SO).
  Case (II-3) r = 3 aRd {(P?), (Di), (D32)} - {-2, -3, -3}, {-2, -3, -4} or {-2, -3, -5}.
  Case (II-4) r = 2 aRd (D?) rm -2, (D22) S -3.
  The above two Cases (II-3) and (II-4) are the hardest part ixx proving our Main Theorem.
Wa need first to classify S at certain extent. Then Lemma 3.9 and the arguments in S2
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